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Programme Outcome (PO)

PO1
Disciplinary
Knowledge

Built conceptual foundation and application skills in the area of
accountancy, frnance, management, research Marketing, Human Resource
Management, Business and Corporate Law, economics, Finance,
Accounting, Management, Tax, lnvestment, lnsurance, and Banking
seeking youth fit for Employrnent.

Po2 Communication
Skills

Long Standing Unsolved problems in commerce; and to show the
importance of commerce in Socio- Economic Development.

PO3 Critical Thinking
Apply the analytical and decision making skills to various problems
appearing in different branches of Commerce and Business.

PO4 Problem Solving

Detect the problem originating in the diverse management areas such as

Finance, Marketing, Human Resource, and Taxation; examinc the problem,
analyse and synthesize data and derive inferences to comprehend solutions
to the problems.

PO5
Research related
Skills

Identify, fonnulate and analyze socio-economic and environmental
problems to amive at substantiated conclusions for sustainable developmertt
using the fundamental principles of various branches of Commerce and
Business.

PO6 Digital literacy
Use various technical ICT tools for exploring, analyzr.ng, and using thc
information for business purposes for global competency.

P07 Research Skills
Develop disciplinary knowledge and tactical depthless, rvith a broader skill
set and encourage them to seek out resulate, innovative solutions for
dynamic business.

PO8
Analvtical
reasoning

Ascertain Unethical Behaviour, falsification, and manipulation of
information in business and managing self and various social systems.

PO9
Moral & Ethical
Awareness

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of management principles and
apply these to one's own profession I career. Capability to work
independently in diverse projects and ensure detailed study ofvarious facets
Commerce and Business.

PO10 Lifelong Learning Work effectively with groups and individuals and take lead in
implementation of plans in various fields of commerce and its allied sectors.

POl1 Environment and
Sustainability

Understand the impact of the professional accounting solutions in societal
and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of and need for
sustainable development.

(Bos)
J.
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Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)

PSOl
Acquire fundamental knowledge of finance, accountancy, audit, taxation, law, technology and
innovative practices.

PSO2

Employ communication skills, social skills, computer skills and critical thinking skills to

analyze financial data as well as the effects of differing financial accounting methods on the

financial statement.

PSO3
Able to communicate analysed accounting data effectively, as well as provide knowledgeable
recommendations.
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Course outcomes (CO)

Sr.
No

Course Code
Name Of The

Course
Course Outcomes (CO)

I UGBAFCClOl
Financial

Accounting I

CO1: Present a Compare and contrast of single and double
entry system and prepare Final accounts of proprietary
trading conversion (2)*.
CO2: Solve an exercise of final accounts as per conversion
method. (4)*
CO3: Prepare accounting for consignment transactions and
determine valuation of stock (6)*
CO4: Explain and discuss the meaning and classification
of Branch accounting and solve exercise of debtor's
method Branch accounting (2)*.
CO5: Compute the loss of stock by Fire and Calculate of
claim as per the insurance policy. (3)*

2 UGBAFCC102
Cost

Accounting I

COl: Recognize knowledge about principles and the
importance of cost accounting. Appreciate the manner in
which the cost of the product or service is determined.
Analyze cost data and use the information derived to
undertake pricing and other management decisions.(4)*
CO2: Explain, illustrate and draw reasoned conclusions
using data, in order to solve complicated cost accounting
problems.(2)*
CO3: Practice students to communicate effectively when
dealing with cost accounting problems looking for
Solutions according to the Cost accounting standard.(4)*
CO4: Calculate different levels of inventories, EOQ,
Primary and secondary distribution summary (4)*

3 UGBAFCCl03
Financial

Management-I

CO1: Identi$, and explain the key elements of financial
management.(5)*
CO2: Analyse the key terms like present value, internal
rate of return future value, compound value.(3)*
CO3: Explain the key terms like short term finance
certificate of deposit, commercial paper,letter of credit and
Treasury bill etc.(2)*
CO4: Describe the basic function of lease financing and
hire purchase financing. (5)*
CO5: Solve the practical problem on time value of money.
Capital structure. Cost of capital, cost of debt, cost of



egurty, and WACC.(4)*

4 UGBATAECCIO4
Business

Communication-I

COl: ldentify and learn about its various channels and
methods and modes.(S)*
CO2: Examine the importance of listening and how to
cultivate good listening skills.(1)*
CO3: Mention characteristics and skills of paragraphs
writing.(5)*
CO5: Prepare various personnel correspondence like job
application letter, preparation of resume etc.(6)*

5 UGBAFAECC105
Foundation
Course -I

COl: Understanding: The students will be able to identify
Indian society (5)*
CO2: Remembering: The students will be able to describe
the demography and issue of vulnerable groups (6)*
CO3: Applying: The students will be able to examine the
confl icts of society. (4)*
CO4: Remembering: The students will be able to
memorize the Indian constitution (6)*
CO5: Understanding: The students will be able to discuss
the political processes. (5)*

6 UGBAFGECl06A
Business

Economics - I

CO1: Define the basic concept in microeconomic theory.
(6)*
CO2: Understand basic tools opportunity cost principle-
incremental and marginal concepts.(5)*
CO3: Calculate price income and cross elasticity.(4)*
CO4: Compare different concepts of functional and
marginal relations. (3)*
CO5: Evaluate the concept of law of dernand and law of
supply strategy of an economics. (2)*

7 UGBAFGECl06B Business
Environment - I

COi: Discuss Types of Business Environment Corporate
culture and Social Responsibility.(5)*
CO2: Analyse Social Audit and Consumerism.(3)*
CO3: Identify PESTEL analysis and SWOC.(5)*
CO4: Design Business objectives and strategies for going
global.(1)l
CO5: Differentiate between social, legal, technical and
allied environments. (3)*

8 UGBAFCC2Ol
Financial

Accounting - II

COI: Determine loss of profit and consequential loss.(3)*
CO2: Compute the loss of stock by Fire and Calculate of
claim as per the insurance policy.(3)*
CO3: Explain and discuss the meaning and classification
of Branch accounting and solve exercise of debtor's
method Branch accounting.(5)*
CO4: Prepare accounting fbr consignment transactions and
determine valuation of stock.(l)*
CO5: Present a Compare and conffast of single and double
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entry system and prepare Final accounts of proprietary
trading conversion.(2)*

I UGBAFCC2O2
Auditing

(Introduction And
Planning)

CO1: Define Auditing State Principle & Qualities of an

Auditing, Record the Objectives of Auditing,Identify types
of Errors & Fraud.(6)*
CO2: Review the contents of the audit programme, concept
of audit working paper. The concept of an audit
notebook.(3)*
CO3: Determine the precaution should the auditor take
while in test check. Content the design. The methods of
audit sampling. The objectives, function & Principles of
internal audit. Distinguish between Auditing vs
Investigation, Internal audit vs Statutory audit.(4)*
CO4: Verification of Assets & Liabilities and Vouching
Incomes & Expenses.(3)*'

l0 UGBAFCC2O3
Innovative

Financial Services

CO 1 :Describe term Factoring, Forfeiting, Bill Discounting,
Lease Finance, Hire Purchase, Venture Capital its types,
advantages and disadvantages. (5)*
CO2: Discuss theoretical base of Financial Services
Functions, Constituents Growth and problems.(5)"-
CO4: Diagrammatically explain various processes of
Securitization.(1)*
CO5: Evaluate Structure of Housing bank, Major issues

housing Finance in India.(2)*

l1 UGBAFAECC2O4
Business

Communication-II

COI: Demonstrate the use of basic and advanced business
Presentation skills. Develop interpersonal communications
skills that are required for social & business
interaction.(1)*
CO2: Discuss the different types of reports and their
purposes.(5)*
CO3 Prepare wrote business documents. such as sales

letter, Inquiry letter, Notice & Agenda.(l)*
CO4:Drafting mails, Sales order, Letter of regret (1)*

12 UGBAFAECC2O5
Foundation Course-

u

COI: Evaluate the knowledge to solve problems related to
employabi lity in the or ganization.(2\*
CO2: Analyze the concept of liberalization, privatization
and globalization.(3)*
CO3: Understand the impact of globalization.(5)*
CO4: Apply the policy of "lean and mean" on the
employability in the organization.(4)*
CO5: Evaluate the agricultural refomrs.(2)*

13 UGBAFGEC2O6A

Business Law- I
(Business

Regulatory
Framework)

CO1: Understand the concept of Promissory Note, Bill of
Exchange.(5)*
CO2: Recognize and apply Price, Conditions and
Warranties Transfer of Properties in Goods Hire Purchase
Agreement Auction sale. (5)*



CO3: Understand Offer and Acceptance Capacity of
Parties to Contract (e) Free Consents (f.1 Consideration
Legality of Object (h) Agreement Declared Void
Perfbrmance & Discharge of Contract (k) Remedies for
Breach of Contract.(5)

t4 UGBAFGEC2O6B
Business

Mathematics

CO1: Understand the concept of brokerage.(5)*
CO2: Solve problems involving cost price, selling price,
trade discount and cash discount.(4)*
CO3: Calculate profit and loss of a given statement.(4)*
CO4: Recognize and apply ratios and proportions to solve
real - life problems.(5)*
CO5: Define ratio, proportion and variation and its
types.(6)*

15 UGBAFCC3Ol

Financial
Accounting

(Special
Accounting Areas)

ilI

CO 1: Assist students to develop their understanding on
final accounts when a partner is admitted, Retires and Dies
during the year.(1)*
CO2: Enables understanding of the provision of AS l1
foreign currency transactions.(5)*
CO3: Understand the term "Amalgamation" and the
methods of accounting fbr amalgamations.(5)*
CO4: Exemplify Conversion/Sale of partnership firm into
limited company.(3)*
CO5: Prepare excess capital method for Piecemeal
Distribution of Cash.(1 )*

t6 UGBAFCC302
Cost Accounting

(Methods Of
Costing) - II

COl: Analyze cost data and use the information derived to
undertake pricing and other management decisions.(3)*
Compare cost, management and financial accounting.
CO2: Identify and apply job costing and allocation of
overhead.(5)*
CO3: Practice students to communicate effectively when
dealing with cost accounting problems looking for (2)*
CO4: Solutions according to the Cost accounting
standards.(4)*
CO5: Express the place and role of cost accounting in the

modern economic environment. (5)*

t7 UGBAFCC303
Taxation-

(Direct Tax - i)-I

CO 1: ldentify the technical terms related to direct
taxation.(5)*
CO2: Compute income from various heads of income.(4)*
CO3: Compute the net total income of an individual
assessee considering the income tiom all heads of income
and the deduction under Chap VI- A of the Income tax act,
1961.(4)*
CO4: Explain the residential stafurs of an assessee and thus
should be able to compute the taxable income of assessee

with different residential status.(5)*
CO5: Forecast the income of individuals through various



calculations and deductions. (6)*

18 UGBAFCC304-

Business Law
(Business

Regulatory
Framework) II

CO1: Define the concept of partnership.(6)*
CO2: Understand the objectives of the Partnership act.(S)*
CO3: Apply the test of partnership.(4)*
CO4: Differentiate the liability of flrms as well as of
partners of LLP.(3)*
CO5: Debate on provisions of health, safety and welfare in
factories Act.(5)*

19 UGBAFSEC3O5A
Information

Technology In
Accountancy - I

COI: Describe the Parts of Computer.(5)*
CO2:Compare between RAM and ROM, PROM and
EPROM (3)*
CO3: Apply formulas in excel, including the use of built in
frrnctions, relatives and absolute references. (4)*
CO4: Create Slide presentations that include text, graphics,
animation and transitions.(l)*
CO5: Explain and Discuss legal Framework and privacy in
E-Bankine.(5)*

20 UGBAFSEC305B
Financial Market

Operations

CO1: Design Saving and Investment systematically.(1)*
CO2: Evaluate Banking and Non-Banking Financial
Intermediaries.(2)*
CO3: Analyze Capttal Market and the role of capital
market and its importance.(3)*
CO4: Analyze Equities, Bonds and Derivatives.(3)*
CO5:Describe Consumer Finance, Credit Cards, Mutual
Funds and Commercial Papers (5)*

2t UGBAFGEC3064
Business

Economics - ll

COl: Describe the circular flow of income through the
sectors of the economy and the process of income
multiplier that influences these flows.(5)*
CO2: Explain the measurement of national product-
meaning and importance, conventional and green GNP and
],{NP.(5)
CO3: Apply econometrics methods to differentiate
between competing theories. (4)*
CO4: Analyze the demand and supply conditions and

assess the position of a company. (3)*
CO5: Distinguish demand pull inflation and cost push
inflation.(3)*

22 UGBAFGEC3068
Business Planning
& Entrepreneurship

Management

COI: Describe the entrepreneurship development
programme, Theories of entrepreneurship Importance and

signifi cance of growth of entrepreneurial activities. (5) *'

CO2: Discuss women entrepreneur, social entrepreneur
Innovation, Invention, Creativity, Business ldea,
Opporlunities through change. Idea generation- Sources-
Development of product /idea, Environmental scanning
and SWOT analysis.(5)*
CO3: Explain Venture funding, requirements of Capital

\/ASHI
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(Fixed and working) function of marketing, E-commerce
(5)"

23 UGBAFCC4Ol-

Financial
Accounting

(Special
Accounting Areas)

-IV

CO1: Discuss Conversion as per AS 11 & incorporation in
HO accounts.(5)*
CO2: Discuss Conversion as per AS 11 & incorporation in
HO accounts.(5)*
CO3: Create CRR and DRR (Sec 55 of the Companies Act,
2013.(1)*
CO4: Prepare profit prior to incorporation.(1)*
CO5: Explain and Prepare relevant provisions of
Companies Act related to preparation of Final Account in
Vertical Fonn.(5)*

24 UGBAFCC4O2
Management
Accounting

CO1: Identify the essentials of vertical financial
statements.(5)*
CO2: Analyze the financial statements on the basis of
comparative, common size and trend analysis methods.(3)*
CO3: Solve, compare & contrast between ratios of
different companies to draw comparative conclusions.Infer
different activities of cash flow statements.(4)*
CO4: Determine the value of closing cash,ibank balance of
a company through the cash flow statement format.(S)*
CO5: Solve the statement of r.vorking capital.(4)*

25 UGBAFCC4O3
Taxation - II-
(Direct Taxes

Paper- II)

COl: Discuss the tax slab rates and their application for
different types of assessee. (5)*
CO2: Compute the taxable income and tax for a

partnership firm and tax deducted at source HUF.(4)*
CO3: Calculate the net total income and the total tax
liability of an individual assessee considering the income
from all heads of income and the deduction under Chap
VI- A of the lncome tax act.(4)*
CO4: Evaluate the double taxation in calculation of tax
liability u/s 90 and 91.(2)*
CO5: Forecast the clubbing of income of an assessee.(3)*

26 UGBAFCC4O4
Business Law

(Company Law) -
II

CO 1 : Explain the various definitions and concepts w.r.t.
Company Law.(5)*
CO2: Discuss the provisions related to Incorporation of
Companies.(5)*
CO3: Generalize the concept of Public Offer and Private
Placement.(1)*
CO4: Describe the Shares and Debentures and enable them
to discuss and examine its features.(5)*

21 UGBAFSEC4O5A
Infbmration

Technology In
Accountancy - II

CO1: Explain and Discuss Business Process
Management.(5)*
CO2: Classify business processes. (5)*
CO3: Describe Needs, key factors and importance of
BPM.(5)*

VA,$H1
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CO4: Compare between various accounting software. (3)"
CO5: Assess the challenges of the Accounting system.(3)*

28 UGBAFSEC4O5B Management Skills

CO1:Recall the meaning and Definition of Management
and describe the nature of Management.fl]CO2: Classify
business processes. (5)*
CO2: Explain the Coordination its meaning, features and

importance.[2]
CO3: Analyse the Difference between Administration v/s
Management.[4]
CO4: Evaluate the process and Principles of Organising
and Understand about the centralisation and
decentralisation its factors, merits and demerits.[5]
CO5: Describe the meaning and importance of staffing and

Study the recruitment and its sources.I I

29 UGBAFSEC4O64

Research
Methodology in
Accounting &

Finance

CO l: Describe different methodologies and techniques
used in research work.*[1]
CO2: Explain basic computer skills necessary for the
conduct of research. * [2]
CO3: Analyse the basic function and working of analytical
instruments used in research.s[4]
CO4: E,stimate the required numerical skills necessary to
carry out research.* [5]
CO5: Produce a Report on bases of research.x[6]

30 UGBAFSEC4O6B
Wealth

Management

COI: Concept and component of wealth management and
challenge in wealth management.
CO2: Discuss yield curve and cash flow analysis.
CO3: Compute holding period returns calculate net u,orth,
total assets. Compute tax liabilities

31

I

UGBAFCCsOl
Financial

Accounting - V

COI: lntroducing Underwriting, Underwriting
Commission.(4)*
C02: Explain Compliance of conditions including sources,
maximum limits and debt equity ratio on Buy Back of
Shares. And Discuss Meaning of liquidation or rvinding up
and solve practical problems.(6)*
CO3: Distinction beti.veen 

' Internal and external
reconstruction.(3)*
CO4: Solve practical problems on Amalgamation,
Absorption & External Reconstruction (4)*

JZ UGBAFCCs02
Financial

Accounting - VI

COI: Basic concepts of bakning, insurance, goodwill &
LLP.(3)*
CO2: Prepare final accounts of banking companies under
banking regulations and provision.(1)*
CO3: Prepare f-rnal accounts i.e. Revenue Statement -
Form B - RA, Profit / Loss Account - Form B - PL and
Balance Sheet Form B - BS of insurance company.(l)*
CO4: Calculate the value of goodwill and shares rvith the



help of methods of valuation of goodwill and shares.(4)*
CO5: Solve problems based on Conversion of partnership
business into Limited Liability Partnership. And Final
accounts of limited liability partnership.(4)*

JJ UGBAFCC5O3
Cost Accounting-

II I

CO l: Recall the meaning and needs of uniform costing and
i nter-firm comparison.(6)*
CO2: Evaluate different ratios needed for comparison
between different firms.(2)*
CO3: Justify and support the transactions with cor:rect
journal entries for both the systems respectively.(2)*
CO4: Examine the per unit cost of services after successful
preparation of the service cost sheet for the same.
(Transport, hotels, hospitals)(3)*.
CO5: Compare and contrast between the traditional
approaches with respect to activity based costing
approaches towards different cost tools.(3)*

34 UGBAFDSEs04.IA
Taxation- III

(Indirect Taxes - I)

COI: Analyze whether a person is required to obtain
registration under GST law.(3)*
CO2: Compute the amount of CGST, SGST and IGST
payable after considering the eligible input tax credit. 14)*
CO3: Express the contents and format for various
documents like tax invoice, bill of supply, debit note,
credit note etc.(5)*
CO4: Represent the time, place and value of supply.(2)*
CO5: Explain the various terms related to Goods and
Service tax (GST).(5)*

35
UGBAFDSEsO4.IB

Financial
Managment-III

CO1: Describe Financial Planning Techniques of
Budgeting and Credit Management in India.(3)*
CO2: Classify different Mutual funds and Explain Risk
analysis in Capital Budgeting.(3)*
CO3: Analyze Dividend Decision Model and Bond
Valuation.(3)*
CO4: Calculate ARR,lRR,Payback,NAV,Entry Load and
Exit Load.(4)*
CO5: Solve Practical problems on YTM and Bond
Valuation.(4)*

36
UGBAFDSE5O5.2A

Management
Application

COlAnalyse the results of a valuation of business or equity
securities and Calculate and analyse valuation multiples:
EV/Revenue, EV/EBIT, P/E, WACC.(3)*
CO2: Describe Definition of merger and acquisitions as a
business strategy and why companies undertake the
horizontal and vertical merger.(5)*
CO3: Prepare a profit and loss account and balance sheet
of corporate restructuring and Solve the practical problem
on corporate restructuring.(1)*
CO4: Explain the meaning and types of leases, rationale,
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operating leases, leasing as financing decisions, and
calculation of hire purchase installments.(5)"
CO5: Solve the practical problem of working capital
financing.(4)*

37 UGBAFDSE505.2A Research Projects

CO 1 :Presentation Skills: Provides opportunities for
students to develop presentation skills through presenting
their research findings to peers, teachers, or external
audiences.(2)
CO2: Problem Solving: They leam to identify problems or
questions, develop hypotheses, and devise methods to
investigate and solve them.(3)
CO3: Research Skills: Students develop research skills
such as information gathering, critical analysis, and
synthesis of data.(5)
CO4: Creativity and Innovation: Encourages students to
think creatively and innovate in their approach to research
topics.(6)

38
UGBAFCC6Ol Financial

Accounting - VII

COI: Describe the accounting system, its legislation, types
and finalization of accounts of cooperative society.(5)*
CO2: Paraphrase of Provisions of Maharashtra State Co-
Operative Societies Act and rules.(1)*
CO3: Applicability of IFRS and Ind AS while doing the
accounting of an organisation.(4)*
CO4:Compare Indian Accounting standards (lAS) with
rFRS(3)*
CO5: Solve the practical problems on preparation of final
accounts of a Co-Operative housing and consumer co-op
society.(4)*

39 UGBAFCC602
Financial

Management - III

COI: Analyse the results of a valuation of business or
equity securities and Calculate and analyse valuation
multiples: EV/Revenue, EV/EBIT, P/E, WACC.[4]*
CO2: Describe Definition of merger and acquisitions as a

business strategy and why companies undertake the

horizontal and vertical merger.I l]*
CO3: Prepare a profit and loss account and balance sheet

ofcorporate restructuring and Solve the practical problem

on corporate restructurin g. [6] 
*

CO4: Explain the meaning and types of leases, rationale,

operating leases, leasing as financing decisions,

calculation of hire purchase installments.[2]*

CO5: Evaluate comparative working capital management

policies and their impact on the firm's profitability,
liquidity, risk and operating flexibility.[5]+Solve the

H
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practical problem of working capital financing.[6]*

40 UGBAFCC6O3
Cost Accounting-

IV

COl: Calculate material, labour, overheads variances by
solving the same using the formulas.(4)*
CO2: Define standard costing & variance analysis.(6)*
CO3: Apply different formulas of marginal costing to
calculate BEP, MOS, sales & profit in terms of value and
units.(4)*
CO4: Identify and recall the meaning of absorption
costing, marginal costing and CVP Analysis.(5)*
CO5:Describe different formats of budgets like sales,
production, fl exible, purchase (5)*

4t UGBAFDSE6O4.3A
Taxation Paper - II

(Indirect Tax)

COI: Outline the provisions concerned with payment of
tax, Interest, TDS, TCS, Refund and Return.[2]*
Explain various types of Assessment under CGST Act and
provisions of Audit, Search and Seizure.[2]*
CO2: Identify specific rules and regulations regarding
product impoft or export.[2]*
CO3: Interpret the Import and export procedures and the
Documentation.[2]*
CO4: Recall and discuss various types of customs duty,
levy and exemption from customs duty and classification
and valuation of goods imported and to be exported. []*
CO5: Discuss various import and export procedures related
to baggage, provisions relating to coastal goods,
warehousing and duty drawbackf6l*

42 UGBAFDSE6O4.38
International

Finance

CO 1. *Understanding Exchange Rates:* Analyzing and
interpreting exchange rates, including factors infl uencing
currency movements.
CO2 *Global Financial Markets:* Exploring the structure
and functioning of intemational f,rnancial markets, such as

foreign exchange markets and commodity markets.
CO3 *Risk Management:* Assessing and managing risks

associated with i nternati onal fi nanci al transactio ns,
including exposure to currency and interest rate
fluctuations.
CO4 *Capital Budgeting in an Intemational Context:*
Applying financial decision-making tools to evaluate
investment opportunities in different countries and
currencies.
CO5*lnternational Financial Institutions:* Examining the
roles and functions of international financial institutions
like the lnternational Monetary Fund (IMF) and World
Bank.

43 UGBAFDSE6O5.4A Indian Economy
COl: Aware of the economy as a whole, they would
understand the basic features of Mizoram's economy,
sources of revenue, how the state government finances its



programmes and projects.(1) *

CO2:. Understand agriculture as the foundation of
economic groMh and development, analyse the progress
and changing nature of the agricultural sector and its
contribution to the economy as a whole.(S)*
CO3: Grasp the importance of planning for the government
of India, have knowledge on the various objectives,
failures and achievements and economic reforms taken by
the government.(5)*
CO4: Understand the importance, causes and impact of
population growth and its distribution, translate and relate
them with economic development. (5)*
CO5: Develop ideas of basic characteristics of the Indian
economy, its potential on natural resources.(1)*
CO5: Assess the challenges of the Accounting system.(3)*

44 UGBAFDSE6O5.48
Commodity and

Derivatives Market

CO: Remember the history and origin of Commodities
Market and Derivatives Market.
CO: Understand the terminologies related to Commodities
and Derivatives market.
CO: Apply the Elements of a Derivative Contract.
CO: Analyses the Trading in Derivatives Market.
CO: Evaluate the Cument Volumes of Derivative Trade in
India.
CO: Prepare the Structure of Commodities Market in lndia.
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